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Governance, Representation and
International Aid

SHEILA NAIR

ABSTRACT The growth of the postwar 20th century international aid architec-
ture has generated much debate over the successes and failures of aid, its
changing forms and its challenges. This article uses this aid landscape to
explore the representational or discursive power and authority of the aid donor
over the aid recipient. It suggests that representations about what aid does, its
modalities and dispensations reproduce a hegemonic discourse and that repre-
sentational authority in diagnosing aid’s problems and prescribing solutions
resides generally on one side of the aid binary. It thus focuses on the hierarchi-
cal or asymmetric relations of power implied by such a binary, on the way
development aid in particular has come to shape self-understandings of donors
in relation to recipients, and on the discursive labour that enables such a
construction. It also explores how the post-Washington consensus on poverty
eradication has embedded neoliberal solutions to development. The reproduc-
tion of the hegemonic aid discourse is examined in reference to NGOs involved
in the dispensing of aid in Southeast Asia by drawing on scholarly literature
and field research in Southeast Asia and Washington DC.

The shifting landscape of international aid and its relationship to debates around
development has emerged as a critical area of inquiry in analyses of the work-
ings of the global political economy. A growing body of work addresses the
nexus of international aid and development, its critical co-constitution as well as
its discursive contradictions, and attends to the core theoretical questions and
issues, policy and practical implications of this relationship in aid-giving and -
receiving contexts. This aid–development nexus is suggestive of dominant
representations about aid’s purpose, objectives and core policy criteria, such as
‘good governance’ or simply ‘governance’, and its enactments, interpretations,
deployments, deferments and oppositions. Notably efforts to ‘empower’ people
through aid flows necessitate the reproduction of an asymmetry of power—
specifically representational power—between donor and recipient. I question
how this asymmetrical relationship is expressed and challenged on the frontlines
of aid delivery. I assume that the dispensation and implementation of aid rests
on a complex ‘aid architecture’ that involves many different players, such as
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policy analysts, aid agencies, intergovernmental organisations (IGOs), nongov-
ernmental organisations (NGOs), governments, corporations and, increasingly,
philanthro-capitalists, celebrities and individual donors.
My primary emphasis, however, is on official development assistance (ODA)

and its institutional networks, as these remain critical to the dispensation and
construction of a hegemonic international aid discourse. While I also give some
attention to the growing role of large private aid entrepreneurs to draw attention
to the hegemony of the neoliberal model, I focus on the role of official or pub-
licly funded development aid from Northern, predominantly Western, states to
the Southeast Asian region.1

An argument elaborated in this article is that representations about what aid
does, its modalities and dispensations reproduce a hegemonic aid discourse;
representational authority in diagnosing aid’s problems and prescribing solutions
to them resides generally on one side of the aid binary. While representation is
not mutually interchangeable with ‘discourse’, it is an intrinsic element of the
linguistic and textual assemblages that constitute a discourse. A foundational
asymmetry of political, cultural and economic power, and of related material and
symbolic resources, gives shape to rules, processes and institutions that govern
international aid in the postcolonial world. I thus explore how power asymme-
tries under the guise of ‘good governance’, and related civilisation tropes, embed
the post-Washington Consensus’s new aid agenda and its emphasis on ‘poverty
eradication’, ‘empowerment’, ‘grassroots-oriented’ or ‘bottom–up’ strategies as
commonsensical ways of doing business, even as they make invisible or conceal
the challenges or resistance to such asymmetries.2 I use the term ‘representation’
here in the sense that it is used in postcolonial and postmodern treatments of the
relationship between discourse and power. For example, such scholarship has
illuminated how the discourse of development reproduces coercive and hege-
monic relations and outcomes in its representations of the ‘subject’ and ‘object’
of development.3 In this light we see development as constituting a knowledge–
power nexus resting on a hierarchical ordering of donor and recipient; an order-
ing whose origins may be traced to colonial and imperial regimes, as well as to
newer modalities of power that structure consent and/or resistance.
While representations of the donor–recipient binary are not necessarily con-

scious or deliberate, emerge in the context of the development encounter and
are shaped by a range of political, social, material and symbolic exchanges, they
nevertheless have concrete effects. Such representations are embedded in neolib-
eral globalisation and discursive power and authority; they are thus imbricated
with and already in place in the neoliberal contours of aid relations. Whether
they are manifested in top-down or bottom-up development initiatives, develop-
ment aid can also be seen as contributing to a more egalitarian or symmetrical
exchange of ‘social capital’, political and material resources, if we interpret, for
example, a transnational poverty reduction agenda overseen by global financial
institutions and state donor agencies, and codified in notions of good gover-
nance, as potentially transformative. But the latter is clearly not the case. On
the contrary, international aid as a corollary to development planning in neolib-
eral growth policies and prescriptions consistently fails to meet the targets set
out by donors or the expectations of recipients. I expand on these points below.
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In the following section I introduce the growing popularisation of charity aid
and its representational devices evident in popular media, which have spilled
over onto the spreadsheets of multinationals. Images of celebrities hawking their
favourite campaigns to eradicate hunger, poverty, tropical diseases, HIV/AIDS, sex-
ual exploitation and, increasingly, violence against women, are powerfully regis-
tered through scripted public relations disclosures, luxury goods marketing and
media hype. The asymmetry of power inherent in the postcolonial donor–recipi-
ent relationship cannot be seriously acknowledged in this telling, and is thus ren-
dered invisible in the staging of such charitable endeavours. However, while
‘celebrity’ sponsored aid is a compelling addendum to the aid narrative, it never-
theless pales in comparison to the long-standing and ongoing flows of aid from
multilateral and bilateral aid sources. This section also provides some statistics
on aid, clarifies some of the terminology and explores arguments of both propo-
nents and critics of international aid to situate my analysis. In the subsequent
section I provide a brief discussion of the growth of the aid industry and follow
up with an analysis of representational power/authority and asymmetry in the
discourse on aid, with illustrations and examples from my fieldwork in Southeast
Asia and Washington, DC. I show how donor representations about aid have
shifted towards the promotion of good governance alongside other efforts to
ameliorate ‘waste’, produce ‘efficiency’, and ensure ‘accountability’, while main-
taining the fiction of securing greater grassroots involvement and participation in
the distribution of aid in the Southeast Asian context. I close with a discussion
of NGOs role in sustaining the hegemonic aid discourse even as they resist it.

International development aid: new modalities, old politics

Promoting compassionate consumption: ‘every journey began in Africa’
International aid is a multibillion dollar a year industry no longer limited to rich,
Western donors, but increasingly encompasses emerging economies such as
China, Brazil and India, and a growing army of small donors, philanthro-capi-
talists and celebrities. It has, for example, become commonplace to see small-
scale aid entrepreneurs hawking charitable giving, poverty eradication and
development in Africa, Central and South America and Asia. While the poorest
of the poor have always been a media spectacle, emaciation, hunger, depriva-
tion, displacement and disease have now found bit parts in do-it-yourself (DIY)
aid toolkits and celebrity aid campaigns.4 The feel good factor, apart from altru-
ism, may be a critical element in aid-giving projects. Why donate to a well
established international aid organisation when you can set up an accessories
business for HIV-infected women in sub-Saharan Africa or a school in Eritrea
and save the world, one woman or child at a time? Large aid organisations, the
thinking goes, are not accountable for how they spend development dollars and
being personally involved provides greater satisfaction and makes for ‘real
change’. Such motivations for international aid on a micro-scale, embedded in a
macro-aid scenario, illustrate a social pathology in the global economy, where
impoverished communities become the objects on which large aid agencies, DIY-
ers, individual donors and celebrity aid campaigners map their desires and long-
ings. Take, for example, an advertising campaign for the luxury goods brand,
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Louis Vuitton. In the campaign video celebrity activist, Bono, and his wife Ali
Hewson, are shot toting Vuitton luggage against the backdrop of some
unnamed, unspoiled grassland of the African continent, as sepia-tinged images
evoke Out of Africa nostalgia.5 Shot by Annie Leibovitz and called the Core
Values campaign, with the slogan, ‘Every Journey Began in Africa’, it ostensi-
bly aims to challenge the contradictions of a world in which high-end luxury
consumption may coexist with extreme poverty so long as the luxury purveyors
have good intentions and use their profits for charitable causes. In the accompa-
nying press release it is noted that:

the couple’s fee for the shoot, will be donated to Technoserve in Africa for
the Conservation Cotton Initiative and to the Chernobyl Children Interna-
tional. The pair [Bono and his wife] have long campaigned against extreme
poverty in Africa and hope that by raising the profile of Edun, they will
encourage more of the fashion industry to do business there.6

Bono also praises his wife’s dedication to her own fashion label, Edun, which
collaborated with Vuitton on the campaign: ‘Ali has worked hard to build Edun
from scratch, and thanks to LVMH’s commercial muscle and support, this fledg-
ling company can go from strength to strength—which means increased busi-
ness for our partners in developing countries’.7 The role of celebrity in the
promotion of a particular form of development assistance is notable for several
reasons, not the least of which is the perception that the fetishisation of the lux-
ury commodity is perfectly compatible with poverty eradication. Bono’s promo-
tion of charitable causes via his ONE and Product Red campaigns rely on mass
and high-end consumption for their success.8 But as a former Bono fan and
media blogger notes: ‘Bono has branded himself as an African aid activist, and
for better or worse, most of the world recognizes him as one. So what does it
say when our cultural symbol of an aid activist has taken his failed company to
the arms of extravagance, and depicts himself carrying a luxury accessory, the
price of which could have started 160 micro enterprises, or put 160 children
through school?’.9 What does it say indeed? Bono’s charities have also given
rise to other criticisms of ‘aid activism’, which reconfigures ‘the modalities of
international aid around compassionate consumption’.10

Debating and (de)constructing aid relations

Compassionate consumption is an integral element of the international aid
business, but it has been preceded and accompanied by a reconfiguration and
expansion of the industry since the days of the Marshall Plan and the emergence
of the Bretton Woods system, the combined architects of postwar development.
As in the early days of the Cold War donor assessments and evaluations continue
to play an important role in keeping aid alive in the debates over economic
growth and development. Today a huge volume of reports, panels, conference
proceedings, congressional testimonies and publications attests to aid’s visibility
in the public sphere, in both aid-giving and aid-receiving countries. In part this
may be the result of international aid donors’ need to make programmes, projects
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and rationales consistent with ‘best practices’ outlined in the Paris Declaration
on Aid Effectiveness and the Accra Agenda for Action.11 Funders have become
increasingly concerned about the need to put in place better and more effective
accountability measures and progress indicators to ensure that publicly funded
aid is not being wasted or misused according to donor rubrics.
Coinciding with aid’s reformulated vision in the post-Marshall Plan era, and

accelerating Western involvement in the developing world, the academic debate
on aid has also been largely informed by assumptions about the instrumentality or
utility of aid, aid’s underlying normative precepts, its origins in development
thought, and its productive or destructive forces or capacities. Gesturing towards
theoretical concerns, scholars’ arguments echo policy makers’ solutions and
underscore the academic and discursive labour of experts in dominant representa-
tions of international aid. Yet we may also discern contrasting attitudes to aid
among policy makers and academic analysts. According to one observer, the
‘occasional tendency of scholars to miss key factors influencing important policies
or events and thereby misinterpret causes and consequences feeds what I have
observed as a widespread skepticism of scholarly analysis among aid and foreign
policy practitioners’.12 Another suggests that: ‘practitioners often do not read what
scholars write, considering it all too often lengthy, opaque, heavily footnoted, and
unconcerned with operational implications… Scholars, on the other hand, read lit-
tle that is written by practitioners and even less that is written for practitioners’.13

While this apparent lack of interest on each side of the policy–academe
divide in what the other is doing or saying may well be true—in the world of
aid this belief seems rather obvious—the theory/practice split articulated in these
observations misrepresents the way one position or location informs the other.14

It is also disingenuous to claim that aid policy occurs in some sort of normative,
theoretical or ideological vacuum. Scholars and practitioners—policy elites, aid
officials, bureaucrats, consultants—in the business of producing and prescribing
aid, stake positions shaped by certain beliefs about aid’s merits and demerits,
and institutional orientations derived from those beliefs.15 Their prescriptions
and dispensations are expressed within those frameworks of knowledge, and are
substantively shaped by ideas refined in policy-making circles, including univer-
sities and think-tanks, on how best to eradicate poverty and generate economic
growth. It is hardly surprising then that the mainstream scholarly literature on
aid has been dominated by questions such as: does aid work? Why or why not?
How can it be made to work better? The approach of scholars such as Riddell,
De Haan, Lancaster, and Fengler and Kharas exemplifies this line of concern
and questioning.16 It should be emphasised that even this type of scholarly liter-
ature on aid is hardly monolithic or homogeneous but a general consensus
among those who favour aid has settled around the central idea that interna-
tional aid is not the problem.17 In this view it is the manner in which aid is
administered and implemented by the aid bureaucracy, as well as the conditions
that impair its effectiveness, such as corruption, weak state capacity and local
mismanagement—in sum instilling the values of ‘good governance’—among
recipients that must be seriously addressed and alleviated. In light of the gap
between aid flows and delivery and targeted aid outcomes, such a perspective
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calls for greatly restructuring the organisation, administration and implementa-
tion of aid, which is seen as the crux of the problem. 18

A second approach discernable in the scholarly and policy literature centres
around development aid as a ‘charity trap’, one that cannot be fixed because aid is
the wrong solution to the problem, a problem which can only be dealt with mean-
ingfully through market-based mechanisms.19 The latter argument is expressed
most forcefully by the Zambian economist Dambisa Moyo, who argues that aid to
Africa should be terminated, since it undermines African self-reliance and
resourcefulness and it has not met its own core objectives. In her view, and those
of her supporters such as Bhagwati, the only way for African states to shed their
dependency on foreign aid and avoid failure is for African governments to
embrace even more closely the free market neoliberal market paradigm, a para-
digm that has come under greater scrutiny even at neoliberal multilateral institu-
tions such as the World Bank and among OECD donors. Aid is thus the core
impediment to growth and market-led development in this perspective.
A third distinct critique of aid is associated with what might broadly be termed

critical theory, and departs substantively from the perspectives surveyed above.20

This approach follows on and extends foundational critiques of development like
those of Ferguson’s Anti-Politics Machine and Escobar’s Encountering Develop-
ment: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World.21 Moving the debate well
beyond concerns with the efficacy of aid and in the direction of a more exhaus-
tive critique of the international aid industry, and touching on several intercon-
nected themes, including its colonising logic, its exclusions and representations,
its underwriting of a globalising neoliberalism that disempowers the poor and
serves the interests of donors, its depoliticisation, and its myth as ‘gift’, these
works have contributed in significant ways to the debate on aid.22 Its adherents
reference core arguments in, and situate themselves in relation to, a range of aca-
demic disciplines and intersecting perspectives such as historical materialism,
postmodernism and postcolonialism, critical geography, and critical anthropol-
ogy, among others. Soederberg, who is one such critic, argues that, in a post 9/
11 world, the Bush administration sought to ensure ‘pre-emptive development’
via its establishment of the Millennium Challenge Account (MCA). 23 In brief, the
MCA aims to make aid conditional on recipient states satisfying criteria of ‘ruling
justly’, ‘investing in people’, and ‘economic freedom’. Further, while the MCA’s
pre-emptive development strategy appears to be a departure from conditions of
loans from international financial institutions (IFIs) such as the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank, the reality, according to Soederberg, is
that the MCA ‘reflects an unabashed articulation of US interests defined through
the prism of a new phase of American empire vis-à-vis the excluded states of the
South’.24 Established as functioning distinctly from official aid channels such as
the US Agency for International Development (USAID), the MCA is overseen by
the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC), which promotes itself as ‘smart
US Government assistance in action, benefiting both developing countries and
US taxpayers through … competitive selection’, ‘country-led solutions’, and
‘country-led implementation’.25 But such technical language hews closely to
American civilisational tropes of exceptionalism and exemplariness, even as its
coerciveness is hidden from view, as Soederberg nicely illustrates.
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Hyndman also shows how aid and neoliberalism are intimately bound even in
the context of humanitarian disasters and conflict zones, such as in Sri Lanka
and starting in the late 1970s.26 She ties notions of governance to the ‘securiti-
sation of aid’ and its neoliberal framework, and argues that aid is rationalised in
the context of insecurity and anxiety in donor states over what foreign aid’s
absence or removal might produce. In other words, it is the insecurity of donors
that makes aid feasible and viable as a tool of foreign policy, of securing bor-
ders and stabilising social relations at ‘home’. Hyndman argues that the Cana-
dian International Development Agency (CIDA) sells its aid mission to the
Canadian public by rationalising that Canadians are less secure ‘in a world char-
acterized by poverty and unsustainable development’.27 Both Soederberg and
Hyndman’s analyses demonstrate that international aid policies, far from being
technocratic, neutral, goal-driven and objective, are a product of donor
hegemony and coercion, (in)security and self-interest.
Critically interrogating aid from an anthropological vantage point and the ‘will

to improve’ is Li’s nuanced study of development aid’s impact in Sulawesi,
Indonesia. Li refers to the notion of ‘trusteeship’, which she argues dates to
colonial times—a critical element in the education of the native—whose purpose
is to ‘make the world better than it is’. In doing so, trustees

structure a field of possible actions. They modify processes. They entice and
induce. They make certain courses of action easier or more difficult. Many
schemes appear not as an external imposition, but as the natural expression
of the everyday interactions of individuals and groups. They blend seam-
lessly into common sense. Sometimes they stimulate a more or less radical
critique. Whatever the response, the claim to expertise in optimizing the lives
of others is a claim to power, one that merits careful scrutiny.28

Li’s approach utilises Michel Foucault’s explanation of ‘government’ defined as
the ‘conduct of conduct’—which is distinct from Foucault’s treatment of
‘disciplinary’ power—and the education of need, desire and possibility.29 Li traces
the practices that translate the will to improve into explicit programmes; such
practices are twofold and involve, first, ‘problematisation’ and, second, ‘rendering
technical’, which also entails rendering ‘non-political’—consistent with Fergu-
son’s use of the term ‘anti-politics machine’—the development machinery.30 But
governmentality in terms of the productive nature of power cannot alone explain
dominance, as Li acknowledges, and so she draws from both Marx and Gramsci,
the former to deepen theorisation of ‘the relations between ‘men and things’ and
the latter for developing notions of resistance.31 In a similar vein Mosse suggests
that, while governmentality is a useful conceptual device in understanding devel-
opment aid’s workings, it presents us with both a precise explanation about the
effects of power as well as vagueness as to where power is located. It thus ‘con-
ceals the contingent networks of practice, the diversity of actors, brokers, perspec-
tives and interests behind universal policy models’.32

Other works that cast a critical eye on the international aid enterprise, its
politics and practices include Baaz’s and Kapoor’s postcolonial approaches to
development and international aid. Baaz focuses explicitly on the constitution of
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identities on both sides of the aid binary, that is, of donor and recipient, and
how these have come to shape development aid practice in Tanzania.33 She sug-
gests that the use of terms such as ‘donor’ and ‘partner’ are infused with power
but prefers this usage to ‘donor’ and ‘receiver’, which she finds problematic as
it attributes ‘inactivity and passivity’ to the latter.34 I employ the latter construc-
tion, since I find it somewhat problematic and unsatisfactory to revert to the
preferred terminology of major donors, even though Baaz qualifies her usage of
these categories.35 Kapoor argues that the initial success of participatory devel-
opment and its expressive forms in Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) and reci-
pient ownership of development programmes was initially premised on an
erasure of neocolonial and Eurocentric logics, but were then revealed to be no
better at empowering the Third World or giving voice to the subaltern.36

Kapoor also shows how the ‘participation’ in development programming is
subject to governmentality such as bureaucratic review and administrative rules,
but combines in his analysis, and consistent with the postcolonial turn, an elab-
oration of representations that shape postcolonial development practices.37 Prob-
lematising the idea of development as ‘g(r)ift’ Kapoor interrogates the
postcolonial binary that the idea of development as a gift bestows. Similarly, as
Hattori notes, being ‘unreciprocated gifts, foreign aid works not to mitigate but
rather to euphemize the existing material hierarchies between the North and the
South’.38 Further, the ‘institutionalization of foreign aid as collective endeavor
of the former colonizing states works to confirm the virtue of donors as opposed
to the rights of recipients’.39 Others such as Mawdsley highlight the role of
‘gift’ theory in aid relations emphasising how ‘development cooperation is dis-
cursively constructed and performatively embodied’.40 Mawdsley’s contribution
to the aid debate is an extension of ‘gift’ theory to analysis of South–South
flows of aid, a topic which is beyond the scope of my article which focuses on
ODA from traditional Northern donors in Southeast Asia. Her insights, never-
theless, are still relevant and useful in terms of theoretical refinements of gift
theory and its utility in reference to ‘postcolonial regimes of power’. Mawdsley
also provides an excellent review of gift theory in reference to Marcel Mauss’
notion of the ‘gift’ and reciprocity, and its extension in the work of Hattori,
Kapoor and others.41 I do not employ the notion of gift theory explicitly in this
article, but the idea of the gift is alluded to in my analysis of representational
power/authority in the (re)production of aid asymmetries in Southeast Asia.
I have reviewed some of these works with a view to situating this study in

relation to critical scholarship on aid while also acknowledging the always
incomplete and partial nature of any one approach, body of work, or method
of study.42 My own perspective draws from a postcolonial framework but I
rely, like some of the works reviewed, on other related critical interventions
and perspectives as well. I also apply Giorgio Agamben’s notion of sovereign
power—a concept that has gained wider currency in recent years in the study
of international relations and international political economy—to the
construction of postcoloniality in development discourse.43 In the main, I
extend arguments that ‘governance’ adumbrates, dissembles and frequently
makes invisible operations of the field of representational power around aid.
In the next section I provide the historical backdrop to the shifting terms of
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international aid, especially in light of the new aid policy agenda elaborated
in the late 1990s and early 2000s.44

Empowering or governing the poor?

The word ‘aid’ itself suggests succour for the poor, the disenfranchised and
marginalised; it is also synonymous with foreign ‘assistance’ as manifested in
the financial flows from Northern donors to many African, Asian and Latin
American countries to support programmes and projects that are consistent
with economic development. Development as an idea and an enterprise, a
‘widely shared goal, technical in nature and expensive in financial resources’,
emerged rather forcefully in the Western imagination in the face of a deepen-
ing global postwar social and economic divide.45 Early development thinking
circulating in academia, donor governments and policy institutions reflected
the axiom that it was the obligation of the rich to assist the poor, if for no
other reason than that it was the moral and ethical thing to do.46 Development
planners have presented overarching policy frameworks for global action on
poverty and inequality over the past half century ostensibly in recognition of
this development deficit. Aid—in its many guises—has been and is the princi-
pal tool by which to address this deficit. But the international aid architecture
that emerged reflected the political realities of the Cold War—the Marshall
Plan, Alliance for Progress, and the Green Revolution were a few key early
initiatives—and was wedded to the making of a postwar neoliberal economic
order.
What did this mean in real dollar terms? And what actually constitutes aid?

According to Fengler and Kharas, since 1960 ‘$3.2 trillion of aid has been
delivered from rich countries to poor countries, mainly through a handful of
bilateral and multilateral institutions’. International flows of aid amount to US
$200 billion a year today, including multilateral aid from the OECD’s Develop-
ment Assistance Committee (DAC) and bilateral aid (like ODA), and aid from
foundations, private donor groups, corporations and individuals, which amounts
to around $60 billion.47 Aid encompasses a range of financial instruments and
strategies evident in ODA—typically understood as concessional aid allocated for
poverty reduction and long-term assistance to low- and middle-income coun-
tries—and in aid from international nongovernmental organisations (INGOs)
that may be drawn from funds allocated to these organisations by governments,
but some part of which may also come from private donors such as corpora-
tions, foundations and individuals. But an important element of international aid
remains official development assistance from bilateral donors.48 The attention to
official development aid is warranted, in my view, since the role of the state,
and the exercise of sovereign power in the service of neoliberal objectives was
not only accentuated in the postwar cold war era, but also in more recent
decades. Further, while aid flows from IFIs are no less significant, donor states
are, as Lancaster puts it, the ‘originators of aid’.49 I am also interested in bilat-
eral flows to recipient non-state agents, including INGOs and NGOs, who then
manage development assistance especially in contexts where the state has
vacated some of the responsibility for poverty eradication or development.
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The role of official aid, defined as a ‘voluntary transfer of public resources,
from a government to another independent government, to an NGO, or to an inter-
national organization (such as the World Bank or the UN Development Program)
with at least a 25 per cent grant element, one goal of which is to better the
human condition in the country receiving the aid’,50 reproduces the widespread
public perception in aid-giving states that it is predominantly the desire to better
the human condition that informs this ‘voluntary transfer’. Lancaster’s liberal
institutionalist model focuses in large part on the domestic determinants of for-
eign aid using four Western, and one Asian, advanced industrialised states as
case studies. She concludes among other things that the shift towards a new
development agenda post-Washington consensus is a product of internal pressure
from domestic NGOs and international organisations on governments to address
global poverty and the development deficit.51 In contrast to Soederberg’s sober
assessment of ‘pre-emptive aid’ signalled by the creation of the MCA, Lancaster,
who was a former deputy administrator with USAID, spends very little time dis-
cussing the new programme or the MCC’s creation and impacts in her study, other
than to acknowledge official rationales in the wake of 11 September 2001.
Lancaster’s study is a curious mix of analytical rigour—she arguably employs

a solid comparative historical analysis—pragmatism and dispassionate assess-
ment of the objectives, determinants and patterns of international aid flows. For
instance, she suggests that, while ‘the history of foreign aid is the story of a
new tool of foreign policy’ and that the promotion of ‘human betterment’ was
not, historically, an end in itself of foreign aid, it nevertheless came to possess
‘a political logic of its own’ and eventually came to be a ‘shared norm’ among
donor and recipient publics. She writes that ‘by the end of the twentieth century,
foreign aid was no longer an innovation but a common and expected element in
relations between rich and poor countries’.52 This appears at first glance to be a
shared conclusion among aid sceptics and critics. However, the normalisation of
this ‘common and expected element’ is, not surprisingly, left out of Lancaster’s
study, although the constructivist strain in her work—the focus on ideas and
institutions—leads her to conclude that, while foreign aid was born out of a
hardcore political realism, it subsequently evolved into a normative ideal, and a
tool for bettering the human condition. What is left unexamined, however, is
whether the human condition has actually been bettered after decades of foreign
aid, and why aid’s failures may point in the direction of the sovereign logics
that engender international aid flows in the first place.
The growing visibility of private–public collaborations such as the Global

Fund, private foundations such as the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and
INGOs ‘all of which channel significant volumes’ of aid ‘by private individuals
from rich to poor countries’, as well as the emergence of small donors, may
point to a shape-shifting aid terrain.53 As noted, bilateral and multilateral donors
remain critical aid players but another striking aspect of the changed aid land-
scape is the deferment of responsibility for aid disbursement and management to
international nongovernmental and corporate agents, who have emerged as vital
partners in official aid disbursement. Their role in the aid machine became much
more explicit with the emergence of a new aid policy agenda in the 1990s, which
pushed back against official aid channels while simultaneously elevating the role
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of INGOs and corporate charities as more efficient and ‘cost-effective’ conduits
of official assistance to recipients, including Southern NGO partners.54 In response
to criticisms that aid was being dispensed inefficiently and with significant
waste—in the words of one US politician aid was ‘disappearing down a rat
hole’—key donors, including multilateral ones such as the World Bank, began
allocating funds to INGOs, who would then be responsible for disbursing mon-
ies, and managing and implementing programmes and projects. 55 The rationale
for this shift towards the so-called privatisation of aid centred around at least two
key principles according to Edwards and Hulme: the first involved the argument
that ‘markets and private sector initiative are … the most efficient mechanisms
for achieving economic growth, producing goods and providing services’, and
the second, a more overt political element, emphasising good governance.56 Nev-
ertheless, despite the growing role of non-state entities in the international aid
business, the articulation of what constitutes appropriate conditions for aid-giving
are critically informed by the dispensations of states, which may be evident in
the contradictions displayed in different phases of development aid.
Placing it in context, Browne suggests that the ‘Western-inspired development

doctrine can be divided into three phases’, the first one spanning three decades
from the beginning in the 1950s and for part of the 1970s when ‘development
was conceived as a do-as-we-did process’, with aid being premised on ‘investi-
ble funds, balance of payments support and technical assistance’. The second
phase, in the 1970s and 1980s, saw the link between economic growth and
development being maintained. However, questions about whether growth was
the best way to achieve poverty reduction, a focus on basic needs, and concerns
over the sustainability of development emerged as a challenge to the dominant
paradigm. The debate over growth versus sustainability and a bottom-up per-
spective was resolved, according to Browne, in the 1990s with the ascendance
yet again of the ‘neo-liberal market democracy’ model. Development aid donors
‘now latched on to the new “institutional” agenda of good governance and
respect for human rights: do-as-we-say’, with important implications for
development outcomes.57 The typical laundry list of social goods cited in donor
programmes includes progress towards poverty alleviation, rural electrification,
sustainable agriculture, primary education, ending gender-based violence, and so
on.58 The solution to deficiencies in these sectors has been ‘technocratic’, filling
in gaps in the recipient state’s capacity to provide such services thanks to,
among other things, historical legacies, weak or ineffective government agencies
and institutions, and bad leadership. Policy conundrums are approached in a
‘rational problem solving’ manner that views aid policy in instrumental and
managerial terms.59 The ends of development are then narrowed or winnowed
down to quantified targets for poverty reduction, whereas the means have
expanded to include, among other things, ‘good government, prudent fiscal pol-
icy, political pluralism, a vibrant civil society and democracy’.60

Shifting responsibility to non-state agents deflects attention away from the
overlapping spheres of the public and private, whose bifurcation is nevertheless
necessary for the hegemonic narrative of what international development aid
does for both donor and recipient states. This separation is founded on an
asymmetric or hierarchical ordering of power in the global economy and allows
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powerful states to maintain the fiction of sovereignty as functionally equivalent
for all states. In other words, as I have argued elsewhere, since postcolonial sov-
ereignty does not have the same status, by virtue of its very creation it is after all
‘post’, and it looks and feels different even as it mimics the sui generis sover-
eignty attributed to the Western form of the modern state, 61 representations
about ‘good governance’ are actually more about the failure of the postcolonial
state to simulate sovereignty than they are about its failure to deliver develop-
ment. Postcolonial states may mimic the sovereign entities upon whose benefi-
cence and benevolence they depend, but they are typically unable to overcome
‘their production as crisis-prone, terror-ridden, disease-bearing, anarchic, corrupt,
non-rational and ungovernable’ spaces in the international aid discourse.62 These
states are thus rendered as exceptional spaces where the sorts of rules governing
mature democracies such as those in donor states do not often apply and are sus-
pended; it is all the more imperative then that they be carefully instructed on the
arts and ways of governing. Manji illustrates the practical effects of this well in
the African context, where recipient states were ‘persuaded’ to move in the direc-
tion of multiparty democracies even as the state was forced to vacate its role in
shaping economic policy to multilateral donors. The result, Manji argues, was
that ‘far from legitimising any struggle for basic rights or for greater accountabil-
ity of the State and its structures’, it brought into ‘the public domain the seething
divisions between sections of the ruling class competing for control of the State’
and ‘explosive tensions of tribalism into the urban context’.63 These ‘results’, as
it were, have been felt across the developing world; in Southeast Asia, for exam-
ple, the role of the state has been both ancillary to the role of multilateral and
bilateral donors in setting development priorities and promoting development
projects and corporatist in orientation, by seeking to appropriate management
and control of social and economic policies.64

The contradictions engendered by deepening neoliberalism under the
Washington consensus, and the subsequent realisation that such measures were
actually hurting donor interests, also affect hegemonic representations about the
ends of aid. In one sense, then, ‘governing’ aid recipients has become critical to
the reformulated aid agenda, conveying a ‘moralistic tone, implying not simply
that developing countries have “bad” governance, but also that the West is the
model for good governance and Western donors are the arbiters of what is
“good” and “bad”’.65 Kapoor suggests that the ‘good’ has been dropped more
recently as ‘many donors have woken up to these outward faux pas’. But Wes-
tern aid agencies have nevertheless continued to emphasise good governance
principles in their programme documents and outreach in specific countries. A
case in point is the Australian aid agency (AUSAID) injunctions to recipients:

Good governance requires a high degree of transparency and accountability
in public and corporate processes. A participatory approach to service
delivery is important for public services to be effective … Good governance
requires policies to promote broad-based economic growth, a dynamic
private sector and social policies that will lead to poverty reduction.
Economic growth is best achieved in an efficient, open, market- based
economy.66
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The USAID donor outreach in Indonesia also reveals how this agency approaches
governance objectives in that country. Its Indonesia programme sets out its
assumptions for a ‘country strategy’ in rather explicit terms in a glossy publica-
tion entitled, A Partnership for Prosperity. These assumptions include the belief
that the Indonesian government will be ‘reform minded and value technical
assistance … is committed to harmonizing central government policies, roles
and authorities in a decentralized governance system … remains committed to
improved service delivery through better management, coordination and capac-
ity building; and … continues to welcome support to non-governmental part-
ners’.67 In Indonesia the USAID strategy, like AUSAID’s, was further oriented
towards representations of good governance and building partnerships with
INGOs in the field to sustain aid delivery in a manner that is ‘efficient and
accountable’.68 USAID officials interviewed in Jakarta underscored the changing
aid environment, including the limitations on what aid organisations such as
USAID could accomplish on their own. The Partnership for Prosperity sets out
some core policy prescriptions which, if successfully implemented by a political
and economic system that is accountable, efficient and democratic, could lift
millions of Indonesians out of poverty. In other words, by the reckoning of
USAID’s programme developers, poverty, corruption and social injustice could
indeed be history. Since these objectives have been in place for decades, it is
surprising that there is such certainty about the soundness of such policy pre-
scriptions for developing countries, even in cases where by the agency’s own
standards the record is dismal.

Institutionalizing aid: think tanks, corporate dreams and other worlds

I have been arguing that development and poverty reduction approaches crafted
principally by bilateral and multilateral aid agencies, and by policy and aca-
demic elites, are accompanied by hegemonic representations about aid. I turn
now to an incestuous donor–think-tank–private sector network that has contrib-
uted to these representations and their ‘scholarly’ validation over the past few
decades. The logic behind changing aid orientations and expectations depends
in part on the institutional support provided by think-tanks and foundations that
support particular orientations and solutions to the structural problems associ-
ated with developing economies. Indicative of this relationship are high profile,
‘non-partisan’, scholarly and policy-oriented bodies, such as the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace, which have significant input and invest-
ments in development policy. A case in point was a forum called ‘Is the African
renaissance for real?’ held in Washington, DC, where panellists, mainly from
area think-tanks, the private sector and government agencies, discussed the pros-
pects for growth and possible obstacles to maintaining that growth, including
the role of aid in the continent. As a follow-up, the Carnegie Endowment pub-
lished a policy outlook paper entitled, ‘Whither Africa?’, suggesting that, in
order for the renaissance to be real, ‘policy makers must improve the continent’s
governance and business climate, allowing it to compete successfully with other
poor but increasingly dynamic developing regions’. Surprisingly little mention
is made of official aid channels, while effective development is portrayed as
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driven by private initiative and governments creating optimal conditions for
investment and trade:

Despite its overall growth, Africa faces many economic challenges. The
advance in its per-capita income continues to lag behind that of other devel-
oping regions. Furthermore, fundamental economic factors needed to sustain
growth—such as low rates of savings and investment—remain weak. Given
this mixed picture, it is too soon to say whether Africa’s new growth pattern
will persist and even intensify, which it must do to catch up significantly to
other regions. But new hope exists that continued reforms—especially those
affecting governance and the business climate—could lay the groundwork
for sustained advancement on the world’s poorest continent. 69

The Carnegie Endowment is also involved in assessing development policy and
its relationship to the global macroeconomic context. Another major think-tank,
the Brookings Institution headquartered in the US capital, also sees itself at the
forefront of helping reformulate the development paradigm. It has established a
‘Global Economy and Development programme which examines the opportuni-
ties and challenges presented by globalisation, which has become a central con-
cern for policymakers, business executives and civil society, and offers
innovative recommendations and solutions in order to materially shape the pol-
icy debate’.70 The programme offers global scholars an opportunity ‘to address
the issues surrounding globalization within three key areas’, specifically, ‘the
drivers shaping the new economy’; ‘the road out of poverty’; and ‘the rise of
new economic powers’. Adding to these institutional initiatives is another Wash-
ington, DC area outfit, the Center for Global Development, which calls itself
‘an independent, nonprofit policy research organization that is dedicated to
reducing global poverty and inequality and to making globalization work for
the poor’. Using a ‘combination of research and strategic outreach’ the Center
seeks to ‘influence the policies of the United States, other rich countries, and
such institutions as the World Bank, the IMF, and the World Trade Organization
to improve the economic and social development prospects in poor countries’.71

The discursive labour of such policy-driven, albeit also scholarly, think-tanks
geared toward providing input into neoliberal economic policies is of course not
new, but has been accentuated in recent years. One explanation for their grow-
ing visibility may be the emergence of large, private corporate donors or the
philanthro-capitalists who emulate the Carnegies of an earlier era. With the
ascendance of the latter, the bottom-up philosophy consistent with the new aid
agenda of the 1990s is adumbrated, reformulated and celebrated as entirely
consistent with corporate values and ideals.72

Exemplifying this turn is a keynote address by Sylvia Matthews Burwell, pres-
ident of the Global Development Program at the Bill and Melinda Gates Founda-
tion on the topic of ‘Creating global opportunity: from the local to the national
to the global’. Burwell’s credentials include serving ‘in the Clinton administra-
tion as deputy director of the Office of Management and Budget, assistant to the
president, deputy chief of staff to the president, and chief of staff to former Trea-
sury Secretary Robert E Rubin’.73 Burwell’s speech explicitly incorporates the
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criticisms directed at donors for failing to account for the actual needs of the
poor. Burwell reminds her audience that, rather than presuming to know what
recipients need, it is imperative to listen to them in the first place, since they are
the key constituencies of aid agencies. The keynote highlights how representa-
tions of the poor are being reconfigured in aid discourse. For example:

We focus our work on benefitting individuals. There are, of course, many
effective ways to approach and quantify development but individual people
are the lens through which we view and measure success. I have a picture in
my office of a little Senegalese girl named Inday, and she’s 18 months old.
As you can see—you can kind of see the bucket that she’s sitting in. She’s
sitting in a little blue bucket with her head just peeking over. And I give a
copy of this picture to every employee that starts in the Global Development
Program. And I send them a note and I say, ‘This is your boss’. Most people
think they’re coming to work for Bill and Melinda Gates, but ‘This is your
boss’, and I mean it. Every action we take should be for her benefit. She’s
the one that we really work for […]

If we want our program to have big impact, we need to know our custom-
ers, too—to seek their input, be open to their insights, and to listen and
learn from them … Listening carefully helped us—indeed, forced us—to
question our own assumptions, and opened a new opportunity to spark
improvements in millions of people’s lives.74

These comments illustrate some of the ‘lessons’ that donors have been forced to
acknowledge in an increasingly hostile domestic environment for aid-giving. But
the emphasis on the ‘customer’ and the ‘individual’ evoke yet again homo eco-
nomicus. Her acknowledgment of the need to ‘know our customers’ nevertheless
assumes a particular form of strategic knowing and strategic silencing of the other.
So while she appears to echo Escobar’s criticism that the voices of the poor are
not evident in development discourse, her intent is not to rouse donors to disman-
tle development.75 She concludes that aid recipients ultimately constitute their
own need and can successfully convey that need to donors. But how might they
do so? How is the little girl in the blue bucket able to disclose her dreams? Bur-
well may invoke recipients’ efforts to shape and modulate the aid discourse and
assert their own agency, but her intervention highlights the fundamental contradic-
tion inherent in being in the position of the donor, namely, how can the donor be
an effective interlocutor? Interventions such as Burwell’s also cannot give us an
adequate answer to questions such as: how do new opportunities for improve-
ments in development aid come about? By whose authority or standards?
Such donor representations of the recipient appear to generate a more positive

outlook on the aid enterprise but they also reproduce the binary of donor and
recipient. Burwell’s belief that ‘large-scale, lasting change is ultimately driven
and sustained by markets and governments’, and that the foundation’s ‘work
must therefore strengthen and complement those forces, not compete with or
replace them’ may sound like a good idea and a corrective, but can such change
accommodate the desires of the little girl in the blue bucket, if indeed her
desires may be discerned by such an entity as the Gates Foundation? This ten-
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sion between the market-driven logic of aid—for example, creating efficient
markets, systems of management and so forth—and symbolic deference to ‘cus-
tomers’ or aid recipients discloses the profoundly asymmetric nature of the
donor–recipient relationship.76 I now turn to the role played by aid ‘partners’ in
the aid discourse and consider how they complicate the hegemonic aid
discourse.

‘Partners’ in aid

NGOs are typically on the frontlines of aid delivery and implementation and are
seen as ‘partners’ especially in recipient countries where the state has been
unable to take up the burden of macroeconomic structural change and meet
donor expectations. Not surprisingly this has led to widespread criticism of
NGOs from all quarters. For example, criticism levelled against northern NGOs
as the ‘new colonialists’ who create obstacles to development, and before whom
even the World Bank cowered by conceding key funding battles, are not
uncommon.77 Such representations of NGOs tap into the notion that there is a
leadership and political vacuum in countries where aid is delivered, representa-
tions that ironically also sound colonialist.78 This is especially notable in coun-
tries where the state is thought to play a minimal role in providing key social
services such as health, education, sanitation and welfare. And yet there is also
concern among those sympathetic to NGOs, especially Southern NGOs, that
they too remain disconnected from the ‘grassroots’ even as they speak on behalf
of them.79 NGO representations often run counter to assertions by donors in the
field, at times complement those assertions, but nearly always reveal a more
complicated production of what aid is in relation to those who are allegedly its
key beneficiaries.80 Good governance, which has become an important bench-
mark for better and more efficient aid delivery, is used by NGOs as evidence of
their superior ability to deliver the goods compared to the poor track record of
national governments. Measuring good governance is, of course, rather tricky
and it is never very clear how it is made operational in aid allocation decisions.
But there is a basic assumption among donors that NGO aid recipients will work
to enforce accounting and reporting measures that fit with the expectations of
donors. Increasingly efforts are also being made by policy-oriented research
centres in countries like Cambodia to assist NGOs by educating them about
what constitutes good or sound governance.81 A large number of development-
oriented NGOs depends on foreign aid, or some combination of domestic and
international funding sources, for their survival in countries such as Malaysia,
Indonesia and Cambodia. And while there is a sense of pessimism lurking
beneath the upbeat and official prognostications of success even among those
fully invested in receiving aid, NGO leaders mostly call for continued funding
and express fear of what will happen if the funding dries up.
The pessimism about aid is no doubt rooted in recognition among local and

national NGOs, as well as some Northern donors, that local or national contexts
for aid have not changed substantially, and that, even as development aid has
flowed into key sectors of national economies such as health, education, envi-
ronment and rural development, macro-structural change has been challenging
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at best. Most NGO arguments in favour of international aid, however, emphasise
that NGO initiatives to address poverty, expand civil society, develop institutional
capacity, improve health services, draw attention to human rights abuses and
gender-based violence, and other similar programmes broadly included under
the rubric of development, are working to better people’s lives. Here we see
congruence with the ‘human betterment’ objectives enunciated in donors’ aid
programmes. On one the one hand, this optimism appears to be borne out by
the array of NGO projects such as rural health clinics, schools, environmental
monitoring, and sustainable aquaculture, which the state is unable or unwilling
to provide.82 On the other hand, NGOs’ representations about their indispens-
ability reflect the growing concern among their donors about the gap between
aid delivery and aid outcomes or ‘results’.
While only a minority of advocacy NGOs would claim they are grassroots-

based or grassroots-linked organisations, their role as advocates for the poor and
marginalised tends to lend them a mantle of legitimacy among potential donors
that may otherwise be missing in potentially ‘ungovernable’ postcolonial spaces.
But contentions that NGOs are working on behalf of the marginal and the poor,
or that that they hold the state and international institutions accountable in their
work, reinforces the asymmetry of power embedded in the aid relationship,
while it also simultaneously disrupts it. It reproduces it in the sense that it pre-
sents NGOs as the ‘voice’ of voiceless groups and as acting in their best inter-
ests against governments that are weak, corrupt, exploitative and inefficient—or,
put simply, ‘badly managed’—which further ratchets up the donors’ concerns
about governance. It also disrupts it in the sense that NGOs become the main
conduits for development aid, and with that comes a form of power to speak on
behalf of the ‘customers’ Burwell mentions, and a naturalisation of NGOs as
‘authentic’ representatives of the marginalised.
Bebbington notes the distinction between modes of ‘speaking of the poor’, as

opposed to the ‘speaking for the poor’ by development-oriented NGOs, while sug-
gesting that the two are related. Both modes involve representational strategies
that do not accurately or appropriately reflect the needs of communities being spo-
ken of and for, but the former entails a production of knowledge about the poor,
which informs how NGOs and donors ‘act in their project interventions’.83 In NGO

terms such a characterisation of their complicity in ‘speaking of’ may seem out of
sync with their objectives. 84 Nevertheless, NGOs’ dependency on foreign funding
means they must navigate questions about whether they have mainly their own
self-interest in keeping the aid flowing, and whether aid flows ultimately result in
a form of advocacy careerism, which is detrimental to the causes they advocate.
NGOs also compete with one another for scarce resources and funding, and a par-
ticipatory framework may work against them. Such scepticism of NGOs’ ability
to shape a deeper democratic politics, and and generate social movements capable
of transformative social and political change, debunks, as one observer puts it, ‘an
imagined past’ of NGOs.85 From this perspective romanticising the work of
NGOs, allegedly a problem in NGOs own self-assessment, overlooks their harm-
ful practices in the very communities NGOs are seeking to assist.86

Despite the growing scepticism NGOs have with varying degrees of success
negotiated the ‘good’/‘bad’ NGO debate in Cambodia, Indonesia and Malaysia.
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In Southeast Asia NGOs are seen by some scholars as successfully promoting
‘participatory democracy’ in ‘a multi-terrain struggle for democracy’.87 Clarke’s
study of protest politics in the Philippines, where NGOs run into the tens of
thousands, presents a generally positive appraisal of them, while also acknowl-
edging that NGOs may be susceptible to donor incentives. Further, he shows
that NGOs are unable or unwilling to address deeper underlying structural,
social and economic problems, or to effectively challenge an elite-driven poli-
tics. Clarke suggests that NGOs rely on already mobilised social forces for their
support. He also questions the general accountability of NGOs and their ability
to stay above the fray of party politics.88 Similarly, Nomura suggests that,
despite the good work done by local or national NGOs, they must confront their
dependence on foreign funders, and be more accountable to and representative
of the general population.89

Even if NGOs see themselves as the interlocutors of the ultimate aid beneficia-
ries, they may also act in ways that impede good relations with one another and
the participatory, normative ideals upon which their organisations are often
premised. NGOs may also express a high degree of personal—as in the
leadership’s—and organisational promotion as competent aid partners, and thus
reproduce the dominant aid discourse. This is also a result of their unwillingness
to debate with donors on terms and in ways that could potentially transform the
aid discourse. This circumscribed position is compounded by what Hughes
contends is the spectre of ‘international organizations promoting neo-liberal
approaches to governance, rather than any potential radical transnational “civil
society” networks that have determined the new sites and modes of political
participation’ in countries like Cambodia since the early 1990s.90

Finally, NGOs operating in Cambodia and Malaysia have found themselves
less able and willing to challenge global asymmetries of wealth and power
because of how they are positioned in specific national contexts. For example,
in Malaysia human rights NGOs vigorously condemn the government for arbi-
trary detention, political repression, religious persecution, and so on, but have
been largely hesitant to direct attention, with a couple of notable exceptions,
toward the policies of donor countries or intergovernmental aid organisations.
There is very little by way of open criticism of the premises of donors and
major donor governments or questioning of whether aid advances the interests
of human rights, or NGO self-reflection about their own problematic placement
in it.91 Malaysian NGO interests often appear to be shaped more by international
forums and spaces where national NGOs network with one another and among
larger transnational coalitions. NGOs who have a visible national profile are
also less likely to be spending time in the field working with villagers or urban
dwellers, who may be facing every-day and immediate threats to their liveli-
hoods, personal security and general well-being.92 However, being embedded in
local contexts also means having less time to build the type of international
presence that appeals to donors. Many Southern NGOs do focus their energies
on specific projects in towns and villages, away from the national and interna-
tional spotlight and appear to better serve the local needs of these communities.
But, depending on the project, such service is not always consistent with the
sorts of objectives ostensibly being advocated through aid.93 Additionally
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NGOs’ relations with locally and nationally organised bureaucracies, parties and
other state agents are also complicated by their representation and advocacy of
some of the core constituents of these state entities in countries such as Indone-
sia.94

Conclusion

International aid has a long, intimate and complicated relationship to
development. I have argued here that the asymmetry of the aid relationship is
reproduced in representations of the donor–recipient binary. Representations, for
example, about what constitutes ‘good governance’ in managing aid flows are
strengthened by institutional scholarly and policy interventions that reinforce the
representational authority of donors. Good governance, understood in terms of
accountability, transparency and efficiency, is a condition of and is conditioned
by, aid flows and constitutes a key pillar of major donor aid thinking and poli-
cies today. The governance discourse, rooted in a post-Washington Consensus
reformulation of international aid, amplifies the neoliberal objectives of aid
donors and puts in place mechanisms for successful implementation that often
fail to deliver the ends that aid promises. Representations that the wealthy are
bound by a moral imperative to provide aid and listen to the voices of potential
recipients also obscure how deeply embedded aid is in geopolitical, diplomatic
and economic interests, which shape and frame official aid decisions. Such rep-
resentations further underscore how difficult it is to disentangle aid from the lar-
ger macroeconomic context that is structured by neoliberal prescriptions,
including structural adjustment and debt servicing, which have not worked well
for the poor. The asymmetry of power between donor and recipient is at the
heart of this dissonance. I also conclude that, whether aid is seen as a positive,
even benevolent, high-minded effort to assist poor countries and lift them out of
poverty, or more probably, as has been shown by some critics, is seen to be the
source of the problem, donor representations emerge in the context of global
power hierarchies and a naturalised asymmetry among states. That international
aid may be antithetical to expressed objectives such as the actual reduction and
elimination of poverty, or access to key social goods that could bring about
long-term well-being, empowerment and economic sustainability is not seriously
questioned by those who promote it.
The dominant representation by supporters of aid is that it is an important

tool in the ‘fight against poverty’, but this point is generally premised on the
belief that one can grow (in the neoliberal sense) the poor out of poverty and
misery. Yet aid outcomes such as food and water security, access to education,
maternal and child health, protection of human rights and so forth are inconsis-
tent with the neoliberal governance being advanced by leading bilateral and
multilateral donors, whose policies instead provide prescriptions for ‘governing’
the poor, who are set outside the sovereign authority of their own governments.
And while donor representations remain critical to understanding the reproduc-
tion of the aid discourse and its relationship to development, recipients are not
passive; those who serve as ‘partners’ co-produce the asymmetry even as they
may challenge it in other ways.
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Notes

1 While South–South aid flows have greatly increased in recent years, and non-Western states such as Japan
have long played an important role in Southeast Asia, I find that the predominant discourse on aid contin-
ues to be shaped by historical flows of aid from North to South, especially in relation to nongovernmental
aid recipients in the region.

2 K Rankin in this special issue addresses similar contradictions in her essay on poverty finance in her
examination of the ‘paradoxical claims about the nature of poverty, the poor, states and markets’ in the
aftermath of the 2007–08 financial crisis.

3 I highlight some key works that are relevant to the approach taken in this paper below.
4 N Kristof, ‘DIY foreign-aid revolution’, New York Times, 20 October 2010.
5 See Bono and Ali by Annie Leibovitz, at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtFfGEqjR9w.
6 ‘Ali Hewson and Bono Star in Louis Vuitton’s Core Values Campaign’, PR Web, 2010, at http://www.
prweb.com/releases/LouisVuittonCoreValues/BonoandAliHewson/prweb4559014.htm, accessed 12 February
2013.

7 This acronym stands for Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessy.
8 On its website, ONE promotes itself as ‘a grassroots advocacy and campaigning organization that fights
extreme poverty and preventable disease, particularly in Africa, by raising public awareness and pressuring
political leaders to support smart and effective policies and programs that are saving lives, helping to put
kids in school and improving futures. Cofounded by Bono and other campaigners, ONE is nonpartisan
and works closely with African activists and policy makers’. http://www.one.org/us/about/. Product Red
promotes itself as saving lives by marketing products branded as ‘Red’. It works with companies such as
Gap, Starbucks, Apple and Nike to produce ‘Red’ products and donate 50% of the profits from sales to
the Global Fund for investment in HIV and AIDS programmes in Africa. It claims to have generated $160
million in funds for the Global Fund, and to have helped five million people in HIV and AIDS programmes
supported by Red purchases. http://www.joinred.com/aboutred.

9 A Fairbrother, ‘Bono brings the $1600 handbag to Africa’, 2010, at http://www.politicsdaily.com/2010/11/
05/bono-brings-the-1-600-handbag-to-africa, accessed 12 February 2013.

10 L Richey & S Ponte, ‘Better (Red)TM than Dead? Celebrities, consumption and international aid’, Third
World Quarterly, 29(4), 2008, pp 711–729.

11 ‘The Paris declaration on aid effectiveness and the Accra Agenda for action’, 2005/2008, at http://www.
oecd.org/development/aideffectiveness/34428351.pdf, accessed 12 February 2013.

12 C Lancaster, Foreign Aid: Diplomacy, Development, Domestic Politics, Chicago, IL: University of Chicago
Press, 2007, p xi.

13 P Uvin, Human Rights and Development, Bloomfield, CT: Kumarian Press, 2004, p 4.
14 This distance was obvious during a three-month fellowship with the East–West Center in Washington, DC.

At seminars and events hosted at various think-tank venues, including the Brookings Institution and the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, it was rather striking that scholarly work of the type that I
had been immersed in and the ‘policy world’ seemed distant from one another. This was the case even
when policy analysts were well known scholars in the field, but were situated within or saw themselves in
relation to the policy-making/think-tank sphere.

15 At a panel held by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace on African economic growth and
whether the ‘African Renaissance [was] for Real’ the panellists were universally policy-oriented in their
presentation and the discussion seemed devoid of reference to any theoretical arguments. At least two of
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